
Information in DNA directs the production of 
the molecules that make up an organism.
 6.6 In transcription, the information coded in 

DNA is copied into mRNA.
 6.7 In translation, the mRNA copy of  the infor-

mation from DNA is used to build functional 
molecules.

 6.8 Genes are regulated in several ways.

 DNA: What is it, and what does it do?
 6.1 Knowledge about DNA is helping to increase 

justice in the world.
 6.2 DNA contains instructions for the develop-

ment and functioning of  all living organisms.
 6.3 Genes are sections of  DNA that contain 

instructions for making proteins.
 6.4 Not all DNA contains instructions for 

 making proteins.
 6.5 How do genes work? An overview.

Damage to the genetic code has a variety of 
causes and effects.
 6.9 What causes a mutation, and what are the 

consequences?
 6.10 This is how we do it: Does sunscreen use 

reduce skin cancer risk?
 6.11 Faulty genes, coding for faulty enzymes, can 

lead to sickness.

DNA and Gene Expression
What is the genetic code and how does it work?

▲ Mutations in genes involved in the production of the melanin pigment cause albinism, 
such as in this squirrel from South Africa.

 6
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On a rainy night in November 1998, two young women 
were attacked in Baltimore. One was able to escape, but 
the other was stabbed to death. Although it was dark and 
she was able to see the attacker for only a few seconds, the 
surviving victim was able to give police a description that 
enabled them to produce a sketch. A week later, a friend of  
the victims contacted the police, saying that he recognized 
the man in the sketch. He identified 24-year-old Malcolm 
Bryant and, in a photographic line-up the surviving victim 
identified Bryant as the man who attacked her.

Based on the eyewitness identification, Bryant was arrested 
and charged with first-degree murder. Although multiple 
witnesses testified that Bryant was in a nightclub at the 
time of  the crime, a jury convicted him and sentenced him 
to life in prison. Bryant maintained his innocence, but his 
appeals were all rejected.

In 2011 and again in 2015, attorneys from the Innocence 
Project successfully petitioned to get DNA testing done on 
evidence that had been collected at the time of  the crime. 
Ultimately, forensic scientists were able to obtain a full 
DNA profile from the T-shirt of  the murder victim. This 
profile matched a partial profile from skin under the finger-
nails of  the victim. It also did not match Malcolm Bryant’s 

6.1  Knowledge about DNA is helping to increase justice 
in the world.

DNA: What is it, and what does it do?

▲ Two spirals wind around each other—not unlike strands of DNA—in 
the Bramante staircase in Vatican City.

DNA, providing strong evidence that he was not the mur-
derer. His  wrongful    conviction was dismissed and in 2016, 
after more than 16 years in prison, Malcolm Bryant was 
released (FIGURE 6-1).

Malcolm Bryant is one of  367 unjustly imprisoned people 
in the United States (as of  late 2019) who have been freed 
from prison as a result of  DNA analyses. They spent an 

FIGURE 6-1 Vindicated by DNA evidence. Malcolm Bryant—shown here 
with members of  his legal team—was released after more than 16 years in prison. 
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QWhy is  evidence 
from DNA 

analyses so valuable 
to have in addition to 
eyewitness testimony?

6.2  DNA contains instructions for the development 
and functioning of  all living organisms.

FIGURE 6-2 Genetic issues are in the news.

TAKE HOME MESSAGE 6.1
» DNA is a molecule carried by all living organisms in almost 
every cell of their bodies. DNA contains instructions for 
the functions of every cell. Because every person’s DNA is 
unique, and because we leave a trail of DNA behind us as 
we go about our lives (and even after), DNA can serve as an 
 individual identifier.

Beginning in the 1900s and continuing through the early 
1950s, a series of  experiments revealed two important fea-
tures of  DNA. First, molecules of  DNA are passed down 
from parent to offspring. Second, the instructions for how 
to create a body and control its growth, development, and 
behavior are encoded in the DNA molecule.

Given that DNA must hold the instructions for how to 
produce every possible type of  structure in every living 

organism, scientists in the 20th century raced to determine 
the chemical structure of  DNA and to understand how the 
molecule is assembled and shaped so that it can hold and 
transmit so much information. Many formidable  scientists 
rose to this challenge. When American Linus Pauling 
began investigating the structure of  DNA, he had already 
won a Nobel prize in chemistry for his work on  elucidating 
the structure of  molecules. Simultaneously, in England, 
Maurice Wilkins and Rosalind Franklin were devoting their 
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average of  14 years behind 
bars. Eighty percent had been 
convicted of  sexual assault; 
36% had been convicted of  
murder. In 70% of  the cases, 
inaccurate eyewitness testi-
mony played an important 

role in the guilty verdict. (Recall, from  Chapter 1, the 
experiments that revealed the unreliability of  eyewitness 
identification.)

In this chapter, we take a close look at DNA, the mol-
ecule responsible for Malcolm Bryant’s exoneration and 
the deferred justice served to the 366 other people. All 
living organisms—people, plants, animals, bacteria, and 
otherwise—carry DNA in almost every cell in their bodies 
(with just a few exceptions). Like a Social Security num-
ber, every person’s DNA is unique. (The only exceptions 
are identical twins.) In addition to being contained in our 
living cells, our DNA exists in what we leave behind. It is 
present in our saliva, hair, blood, and even the dead skin 
cells that fall from our bodies.

It’s nearly impossible to read or listen to a news report 
these days without being informed that yet another 
complex human characteristic or trait has been linked 
to a newly discovered gene (FIGURE 6-2). Keep in mind, 
however, that such reports often oversimplify the 
 complex connections between our genes and these 
traits, while downplaying the myriad other factors that 
significantly influence the traits. We’ll explore these 
issues and more, beginning with a look at the structure 
of  DNA and how it contains the information for  
producing organisms.
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research to this task and produced X-ray images of  DNA that 
were critical to decoding its shape. But it was  Englishman 
Francis Crick and  American James Watson, working in Cam-
bridge, England, who happened to put all the pieces together 
to figure out the exact structure of  DNA (FIGURE 6-3).

DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is a nucleic acid, a macro-
molecule that stores information. It consists of  individual 
units called nucleotides, which have three components: a 
molecule of  sugar, a phosphate group (containing four oxy-
gen atoms bound to a phosphorus atom), and a nitrogen-
containing molecule called a base. The physical structure 
of  DNA is frequently described as a “double helix.” You can 
visualize the double helix as a long ladder twisted around 
like a spiral staircase (FIGURE 6-4).

NUCLEOTIDE
The nucleotide unit of a DNA molecule has three components: a phosphate group, 
a sugar, and a nitrogen-containing base (here it’s adenine).

BASE PAIRS
DNA bases are connected with hydrogen bonds.

NITROGEN-CONTAINING BASESUGAR-PHOSPHATE 
BACKBONE

H
C

C

C

C

CN

N

NN

N

Phosphate
group

Sugar

Adenine

Adenine (A) Thymine (T)

Hydrogen bonds

Guanine (G) Cytosine (C)

P

O

O
O

O

O

O

C

C

C C

C

DOUBLE HELIX
Two sugar-phosphate backbones spiral around each other, forming the vertical structure 
of DNA. They are connected by the bases sticking out from their sugar molecules.

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

In DNA, adenine ALWAYS pairs 
with thymine, and guanine 
ALWAYS pairs with cytosine.

FIGURE 6-4 The information-storing macromolecule.

James Watson (left) and Francis Crick figured out 
the exact structure of DNA

The first sketch of the double helix 
was rendered by the artist Odile 
Crick, Francis Crick's wife.

FIGURE 6-3 Watson and Crick.
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side (and vice versa). Because of  these base-pairing rules, if  
we know the base sequence for one of  the strands in a DNA 
molecule, we can figure out the complementary sequence 
in the other. This is why a DNA sequence is described by 
writing the sequence of  bases in only one of  the strands.

If  a human DNA molecule were really a twisted ladder, it 
would be a very, very long one. One molecule of  DNA can 
have as many as 200 million base pairs, or rungs. How does 
such a molecule fit into a cell? The rungs are small, and the 
twisting of  the molecule—twists upon twists—shortens 
it considerably. Think about how, if  you repeatedly twist 
your shoelace around and around, it becomes shorter and 
shorter. That’s what happens with DNA.

NUCLEOTIDE
The nucleotide unit of a DNA molecule has three components: a phosphate group, 
a sugar, and a nitrogen-containing base (here it’s adenine).

BASE PAIRS
DNA bases are connected with hydrogen bonds.

NITROGEN-CONTAINING BASESUGAR-PHOSPHATE 
BACKBONE

H
C

C

C

C

CN

N

NN

N

Phosphate
group

Sugar

Adenine

Adenine (A) Thymine (T)

Hydrogen bonds

Guanine (G) Cytosine (C)

P

O

O
O

O

O

O

C

C

C C

C

DOUBLE HELIX
Two sugar-phosphate backbones spiral around each other, forming the vertical structure 
of DNA. They are connected by the bases sticking out from their sugar molecules.

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

In DNA, adenine ALWAYS pairs 
with thymine, and guanine 
ALWAYS pairs with cytosine.

TAKE HOME MESSAGE 6.2
» DNA is a nucleic acid, a macromolecule that stores infor-
mation. It consists of individual units called nucleotides, 
which comprise a sugar, a phosphate group, and a nitrogen- 
containing base. The sequence of bases on one side of the 
ladder-like molecule (one strand of the DNA) complements 
that of the bases on the other side (the second strand).

6.3  Genes are sections of  DNA that contain instructions 
for making proteins.

One of  DNA’s most amazing features is that it is a common 
language used to code for structures in almost every single 
living organism on earth (FIGURE 6-5). Thus, DNA is like a 
universal language, whose letters consist of  the bases A, T, 
C, and G. (Note that the sugar-phosphate backbone serves 

only to hold the bases in sequence, like the binding of  a 
book. It does not convey genetic information.)

Another analogy may help you understand the information- 
containing aspect of  DNA. You can think of  an organism’s 
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The DNA molecule has two distinct strands, like the  vertical 
sides of  a ladder. These are the “backbones” of  the molecule, 
and each is made up of  two alternating  molecules: a sugar, 
then a phosphate group, then a sugar, then a phosphate group, 
and so on. The sugar is always deoxyribose and the phosphate 
group is always the same, too. It is the shapes of  the molecules 
in the backbone that cause the DNA “ladder” to twist.

The alternating sugars and phosphates hold everything 
in place, but the rungs of  the ladder are where things get 
interesting. Attached to each sugar, and protruding inward 
like half  of  a rung on the ladder, is one of  four nitrogen-
containing bases: adenine, thymine, cytosine, and guanine. 
When discussing DNA, these bases are usually referred to 
by their first letter: A, T, C, and G.

Both backbones of  the ladder have a base protruding from 
each sugar. The base on one side of  the ladder—one strand 
of  the DNA—binds to a base on the other side via hydrogen 
bonds, and together these base pairs form the rungs of  the 
ladder. They pair up predictably. Every time a C sticks out 
from one side, it forms hydrogen bonds with a G on the 
other side (and vice versa: a G always bonds to a C). Simi-
larly, each T forms hydrogen bonds with an A on the other 

Human (Homo sapiens)Amoeba (Hartmannella sp.) Salamander (Ambystoma maculatum)Onion (Allium cepa) Fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster)

DNA provides the instructions for building 
virtually every organism on earth!

10 µm

FIGURE 6-5 DNA is the universal code for all life on earth.
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DNA as a cookbook. Just as a cookbook contains detailed 
instructions on how to make a variety of  foods, an organ-
ism’s DNA carries the detailed instructions to build the 
organism and keep it running. And just as a book can be 
viewed as a sequence of  letters, with the book’s meaning 
determined by which letters are strung together and in what 
order, a molecule of  DNA can be viewed as a sequence of  
bases. Letters don’t have much meaning on their own, of  
course, but when they are put together into words and sen-
tences, their order holds a great deal of  information. Simi-
larly, the sequence in which bases appear in a molecule of  an 
organism’s DNA makes up a code that specifies the detailed 
instructions for building polypeptides. Upon processing and 
folding, these polypeptides become the numerous and varied 
protein molecules that make up an organism—whether it is 
a one-celled amoeba, a giant oak tree, or a biology student.

In prokaryotes, including all bacteria, the building 
instructions are contained within circular pieces of  DNA. 

In eukaryotes, including humans, this 
information is laid out in long linear 
strands of  DNA, called chromosomes 
in the nucleus. Rather than being one 
super-long DNA strand, eukaryotic 
DNA exists as many smaller, more 

FIGURE 6-6 The genome unpacked.

Chromosome

Alleles are different versions of a 
gene that code for the same trait.

ALLELE 1

Orange petals

ALLELE 3

Purple petals

ALLELE 2

Yellow petals

The version of the gene that is expressed is influenced by 
the environment and in some cases by other genes.

or or

ALLELES

FIGURE 6-7 Different versions of the same thing. Alleles are 
 alternative versions of  a gene.

manageable pieces. Humans, for example, have three 
billion base pairs, divided into 23 unique pieces of  DNA. 
Because we have two copies of  each chromosome (one 
from our mother, one from our father), we have 46 
chromosomes in each cell. The full set of  DNA present in 
an individual organism is called its genome (FIGURE 6-6).

Within the long sequences of  bases in a cell’s DNA molecules 
are relatively short sequences, on average about 3,000 bases 
long, called genes. You may hear the word “gene” misused 
in the media, as if  a gene were a mysterious force controlling 
our bodies and behavior. It is not. Here we’ll be precise: A 
gene is a sequence of  bases (or, more precisely, base pairs) in a 
DNA molecule that carries the information necessary for pro-
ducing a functional end-product, usually a polypeptide or an 
RNA molecule. Nothing more, nothing less. The location or 
position of  a gene on a chromosome is called a locus (pl. loci).

Each gene is the instruction set for producing one particu-
lar molecule, usually a protein. For example, a gene in silk 
moths codes for fibroin, the chief  component of  silk. As 
another example, a gene in humans codes for triglyceride 
lipase, an enzyme that breaks down dietary fat.

Within a species, individuals sometimes have slightly 
different instruction sets for a given protein, and these 
instructions can result in different versions of  the same 
characteristic. These alternative versions of  a gene that 
code for the same feature are called alleles (FIGURE 6-7)— 

QWhy is DNA 
considered the 

universal code for all 
life on earth?

Protein production

GENOME
An organism’s complete set of DNA. In 
eukaryotes, this information can be found 
in the nucleus of almost every cell.

CHROMOSOME
One or more unique pieces of DNA. They 
vary in length and can consist of hundreds 
of millions of base pairs. Chromosomes are 
circular in prokaryotes, linear in eukaryotes.

GENE
A specific sequence of DNA, on 
average about 3,000 base pairs long, 
that contains the information necessary 
for protein synthesis.

Eukaryotic cell

Nucleus

Protein

FROM GENOME TO GENE

Humans have 23 unique chromosomes (and we 
have two copies of each: one from our mother 
and one from our father, for a total of 46).
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TAKE HOME MESSAGE 6.3
» DNA is a universal language that provides the instructions 
for building all the structures in all living organisms. The full 
set of DNA that an organism carries is called its genome. 
A gene is a sequence of bases in a DNA  molecule that 
 carries the information necessary for  producing a functional 
 product, usually a polypeptide or RNA molecule.

6.4 Not all DNA contains instructions for making proteins.

It is debatable whether humans are the most complex spe-
cies on the planet, but surely we must be more complex 
than an onion. Comparing the amount of  DNA present in 
various species, in terms of both numbers of  chromosomes 
and numbers of  base pairs, however, reveals a paradox: 
there does not seem to be any relationship between the size 
of  an organism’s genome and the  organism’s complexity 
 (FIGURE 6-8).

and function like alternative recipes for chocolate chip 
cookies. Any single characteristic or feature of  an organism 
is referred to as a trait.

For example, the color of  a daisy’s petals is a trait. The 
instructions for producing this trait are found in a gene that 
controls petal color. This gene may have many different 
alleles within a population; one allele may specify the trait 
of  orange petals, another may specify yellow petals, and yet 
another may specify purple petals (see Chapter 9). Similarly, 
one allele for eye color in fruit flies may carry the instruc-
tions for producing red eyes, while another, slightly differ-
ent allele may have instructions for brown eyes. Ultimately, 
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Human (Homo sapiens)

Salamander (Ambystoma maculatum)

Fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster )

Onion (Allium cepa)

Amoeba (Hartmannella sp.)

Estimated genome size (millions of base pairs)

3,400

180

18,000

34,000

>600,000

GENOME SIZE OF VARIOUS ORGANISMS

An onion has more than five times as much DNA in every cell as 
a human does! A salamander and an amoeba have even more.

FIGURE 6-8 Is the size of an organism’s genome related to its complexity?

though, the trait may be influenced not just by the genes an 
individual carries, but also by the way those genes interact 
with the environment.

The description earlier in this 
chapter about what DNA 
is and how genes code for 
proteins is logical and tidy, 
but it doesn’t completely 
explain what we observe in 
cells. In humans, for example, genes make up only about 
1% of  the DNA. In many species, the proportion of  the 

Q If humans are so 
much more complex 

than onions, how come we 
have less DNA?
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Human (Homo sapiens )

2%

Fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster )

19%

Round worm (Caenorhabditis elegans )

25%

Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana )

28%

E. coli (Escherichia coli )

90%

Percentage of DNA that codes for proteins

Thinking critically about visual displays of data
Turn to the end of the chapter for a closer inspection of this figure.

GRAPHIC CONTENT

PERCENTAGES OF CODING DNA FOUND 
IN VARIOUS ORGANISMS

FIGURE 6-9 Noncoding DNA. The proportion of  DNA that codes for 
 proteins or RNA varies greatly among species. Of  the species listed, which has 
the least “junk DNA”?

GENE 1 GENE 2

DNA REGIONS THAT CODE 
FOR PROTEINS (color)

DNA REGIONS THAT DO NOT 
CODE FOR PROTEINS (gray)
75% of noncoding DNA occurs 
between genes, while 25%, called 
introns, occurs within genes.

CODING vs. NONCODING DNA

Most DNA in eukaryotes does not code for any proteins!

FIGURE 6-10 Some regions of DNA code for proteins;  
others do not.

TAKE HOME MESSAGE 6.4
» Only a small fraction of the DNA in eukaryotic species 
is in genes that code for proteins; the function of much of 
the rest is still poorly understood, but at least some of it 
plays important roles in the cell, such as in gene regulation.

often these repeats exist because some DNA sequences 
can make copies of  themselves and the copies can 
move about throughout the genome. Occasionally, the 
noncoding DNA consists of  gene fragments, duplicate 
versions of  genes, and “pseudogenes” (sequences that 
evolved from actual genes but accumulated mutations 
that made them lose their protein-coding  ability). About 
25% of  the noncoding regions occur within genes—in 
which case they are called introns, in contrast to the 
coding regions, which are called exons. The remaining 
75% of  the noncoding regions occur between genes (see 
Figure 6-10).

The role of  this noncoding DNA is not completely 
understood. Recent evidence reveals, however, that 
some of  the “noncoding” DNA does encode extremely 
short RNA molecules (approximately 20 nucleotides 
long) that function in gene regulation; they act as a 
switch that regulates when genes are turned on or 
off, or as a volume knob that influences the amount 
of the gene products produced. Noncoding DNA  
may also serve as a reservoir of   potentially useful 
sequences. In any case, the label “junk DNA” is not 
 necessarily an accurate description of  all of  the noncod-
ing DNA.

DNA that consists of  genes is even smaller. In almost all 
eukaryotic species, the amount of  DNA present far exceeds 
the amount necessary to code for all of  the proteins in the 
organism (FIGURE 6-9). 

The fact is, a huge proportion of  the base sequences in 
DNA do not code for proteins, and most of  these have no 
known purpose. When it was first observed, some biolo-
gists even referred to this noncoding DNA as “junk DNA” 
(although, as we discuss later, some of  the noncoding DNA 
does have other functions).

Bacteria and viruses tend to have very little noncoding 
DNA: genes make up 90% or more of  their DNA. It is 
in the eukaryotes (with the exception of  yeasts) that 
we see an explosion in the amount of  noncoding DNA 
 (FIGURE 6-10). Noncoding regions of  DNA often take 
the form of  sequences that are repeated, sometimes 
thousands (or even hundreds of  thousands) of  times; 
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6.5 How do genes work? An overview.

Having a recipe for chocolate chip cookies is not the same 
thing as having the actual cookies. Similarly, having a wealth 
of  hereditary information about how to build muscle cells 
or leaf  cells is not sufficient to produce an organism. Think 
about it: an organism’s every cell contains all of  the informa-
tion needed to manufacture every protein in its body. This 
means that the skin cells on your arm contain the genes for 
producing proteins found only in liver cells or red blood cells 
or muscle tissue—but they don’t produce those proteins. Hav-
ing the instructions is not the same as having the products.

The genes in strands of  DNA are a storehouse of  informa-
tion, an instruction book, but they are only one part of  the 
process by which an organism is built. If  the genes that an 
organism carries for a particular trait—its genotype—are 
like a recipe in a cookbook, the physical manifestation 
of  the instructions—the organism’s phenotype—is the 
cookie, or any of  the other foods described by the recipes. 
And, just as you have to assemble the ingredients, mix 
them, and then bake the dough to get a cookie, there are 
multiple steps in the production of  the molecules, tissues, 
and even behaviors that make up a phenotype.

How does a gene (a sequence of  bases in a section of  DNA) 
affect a flower’s color or the shape of  a person’s nose or the 
texture of  a dog’s fur (the phenotype)? The process involves 

two main steps: transcription, in which a copy of  a gene’s 
base sequence is made, and translation, in which that copy 
is used to direct the production of  a polypeptide, which 
then, in response to a variety of  factors, including the cel-
lular environment, folds into a functional protein.

FIGURE 6-11 presents an overview of  the processes of  
transcription and translation. In transcription, which in 
eukaryotes occurs in the nucleus, the gene’s base sequence, 
or code, is copied into a go-between molecule called 
 messenger RNA (mRNA). (Because prokaryotes don’t have 
a nucleus, transcription occurs in the cytoplasm.) Transcrip-
tion is like copying the information for the chocolate chip 
cookie recipe out of  the cookbook and onto an index card. 
The mRNA then moves out of  the nucleus and into the 
cytoplasm, where translation allows the messages encoded 
in the mRNA to be used to build proteins.

TAKE HOME MESSAGE 6.5
» The genes in strands of DNA are a storehouse of  information. 
The process by which this information is used to build an organ-
ism involves two main steps: transcription, in which a copy of 
a gene’s base sequence is made, and  translation, in which that 
copy is used to direct the production of a polypeptide.
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Grandmother’s 
cookbook

Index card 
with recipe

Inside nucleus

DNA

Genes

mRNA

mRNA Nuclear 
pore

Ribosome

RNA polymerase

Protein molecule

Cytoplasm

Chocolate 
chip cookies

Combining and 
baking ingredients

Copying cookie 
recipe to index card

TRANSCRIPTION
The gene’s sequence is copied 
from DNA to a go-between 
molecule called mRNA.

TRANSLATION
The gene’s sequence is now 
encoded in mRNA, which directs 
the production of a protein.

HOW GENES WORK

FIGURE 6-11 Overview of the steps from gene to protein.
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6.6  In transcription, the information coded in DNA is 
 copied into mRNA.

Information in DNA directs the production 
of the molecules that make up an organism.

▲ A DNA microarray shows the expression levels of many genes simultaneously.

If  DNA is like a cookbook filled with recipes, transcription 
and translation are like cooking. In cooking, you use infor-
mation about how to make chocolate chip cookies to pro-
duce the actual cookies. In an organism, the information 
about putting together proteins is used to build the proteins 
that the organism needs to function.

In this section, we examine transcription, the first step 
in the two-step process by which DNA regulates a cell’s 
 activity and its synthesis of  proteins (see Figure 6-11). 
 Transcription is like copying a single recipe from the 
 cookbook onto an index card. In the four-step process of  
transcription, a copy is made of  one specific gene within 
the DNA (FIGURE 6-12).

Step 1. Recognize and bind. To start the transcription pro-
cess, the enzyme RNA polymerase recognizes a promoter 
site, a base sequence in a gene that indicates the start of  
the gene and, in effect, tells the RNA polymerase, “Start 
here.” RNA polymerase binds to the DNA molecule at the 
promoter site and unwinds a portion of  the molecule as the 
RNA polymerase moves along the strand of  DNA, so that 
only one strand can be read. Throughout transcription, 
DNA is unwound ahead of  the RNA polymerase so that 
a single strand of  the DNA can be read, and it is rewound 
after the polymerase passes.

Step 2. Transcribe. As the DNA strand is processed 
through the RNA polymerase, the RNA polymerase builds 
a copy—called a “transcript”—of  the gene from the DNA 
molecule, just as a court reporter transcribes and creates a 
record of  everything that is said in a  courtroom. This copy 
is called messenger RNA (mRNA) because, once it is cre-
ated, it can move  elsewhere in the cell and its message can 
be translated into a protein.

The mRNA transcript is constructed from four differ-
ent nucleotides, which have a structure similar to that of  
DNA nucleotides but with a different kind of  sugar (ribose 
rather than deoxyribose). Each nucleotide pairs up with an 
exposed base on the unwound and separated DNA strand, 
following these rules:

If  the DNA strand has a thymine (T), an adenine (A) is 
added to the mRNA.
If  the DNA strand has an adenine (A), a uracil (U) is 
added to the mRNA.
If  the DNA strand has a guanine (G), a cytosine (C) is 
added to the mRNA.
If  the DNA strand has a cytosine (C), a guanine (G) is 
added to the mRNA.
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(Notice that the mRNA molecule contains the base uracil 
instead of  thymine.)

Step 3. Terminate. When the RNA polymerase encoun-
ters a sequence of  bases on the DNA at the end of  the 
gene (called a termination sequence), it stops creating the 
transcript and detaches from the DNA molecule. After 

 termination, the mRNA molecule is released as a free- 
floating, single-strand copy of  the gene.

Step 4. Cap and edit. In prokaryotic cells, once an 
mRNA transcript is produced and begins to separate 
from the DNA, it is ready to be translated into a protein 
(it doesn’t have a nuclear membrane to cross).  

TRANSCRIPTION TRANSLATION

CAP AND EDIT
In eukaryotes, mRNAs receive 
extra processing before they 
can be translated into a protein. 
A cap and tail are often added 
for protection and to promote 
recognition, and noncoding 
sections are removed.

RNA polymerase

DNA

mRNA
transcript

mRNA leaves the nucleus to 
be translated into a protein.

Cap

Tail Non-protein-coding 
regions of mRNAHelix unwinds

Helix rewinds

TRANSCRIPTION

RECOGNIZE AND BIND
Once RNA polymerase recognizes a 
promoter site, it binds to one strand 
of the DNA and begins reading the 
gene’s message.

RNA polymerase

Promoter site

1 TERMINATE
When RNA polymerase encounters 
a code signaling the end of the gene, 
it stops transcription and releases 
the mRNA transcript.

RNA polymerase

Termination site

3TRANSCRIBE
As the DNA strand is processed through 
the RNA polymerase, the RNA polymerase 
builds a single-stranded RNA copy of the 
gene, called the mRNA transcript.

2

mRNA transcript

4UNWIND AND REWIND

During transcription (Step 2), 
as the RNA polymerase moves 
down the strand of DNA, the 
helix unwinds so that the DNA 
can be read. At the same time, 
the DNA that has already been 
transcribed rewinds back to its 
original double-helix form.

FIGURE 6-12 Copying the base sequence of a gene. This is the first 
step in a two-step process by which DNA r egulates a cell’s activity and synthesis 
of  proteins. (Shown here is eukaryotic transcription.)
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In eukaryotes, mRNAs undergo extra processing before 
they can be translated into a protein. First, a cap and a 
tail may be added at the beginning and end of  the tran-
script. Like the front and back covers of  a book, these 
serve to protect the mRNA from damage and help the 
protein- making machinery recognize the mRNA.  Second, 
because (as we saw earlier in the chapter) some noncod-
ing bits of  DNA may be transcribed into the mRNA, 
those  sections—the introns—are snipped out and the 
exons are joined. Once the mRNA transcript has been 
edited, it is ready to leave the nucleus for the cytoplasm, 

6.7  In translation, the mRNA copy of  the information from 
DNA is used to build functional molecules.

Once the mRNA molecule has moved out of  the cell’s 
nucleus and into the cytoplasm, the translation process 
begins. In translation, the information carried by the 
mRNA is read, and its message can be translated into 
a protein.

Think of  it this way: to read an encrypted message,  
you need to know the code—that is, you need to know 
how to translate each of  the encrypted characters into a 
 readable character. For mRNA, another type of  RNA  
molecule holds the code. This molecule, called transfer  
RNA (tRNA), interprets the mRNA code, translating 
the language of  DNA—coded in the linear sequence of  
bases—into the  language of  proteins—coded in the linear 
sequences of  amino acids.

Picture a molecule with two distinct ends (FIGURE 6-13). 
On one end of  the tRNA molecule is an attachment 
site—called an anti-codon—consisting of  a three-base 
sequence that matches up with a three-base sequence 
on the mRNA transcript. This matchup enables the 
tRNA  molecule to attach to the mRNA. Attached to the 
other end of  the tRNA molecule is the corresponding 
amino acid.

Each three-base sequence in mRNA—called a codon—
matches with a tRNA molecule that carries a particular 
amino acid. The codon ACG, for example, is recog-
nized by the tRNA molecule that carries the amino acid 
 threonine. Similarly, the codon CAG is recognized by the 

TAKE HOME MESSAGE 6.6
» In transcription (which occurs in the nucleus in eukaryotic 
cells), a single copy of one specific gene in the DNA is made in 
the form of a molecule of mRNA. When the mRNA copy of a 
gene is completed and processed, it moves out of the nucleus 
and into the cytoplasm, where it can be translated into a 
polypeptide.

CODON
A three-base sequence on mRNA 
that matches with a tRNA that 
carries one particular amino acid

Transfer RNA (tRNA) molecules translate the mRNA code by linking 
specific bases on the mRNA with specific amino acids that will be 
used to build a protein.

Amino acid

Amino acid 
attachment site

tRNA

ANTI-CODON
A three-base sequence that 
matches up with a three-base 
sequence on the mRNA 
(called a codon)

mRNA

TRANSFER RNA (tRNA)

FIGURE 6-13 Each transfer RNA attaches a particular amino acid 
to the mRNA.

where it will be translated into a polypeptide that will 
fold into a protein.
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tRNA molecule that carries glutamine. For every possible 
codon, one type of  tRNA molecule will recognize and 
bind to the mRNA at that point, and it always carries the 
same amino acid.

The codon table (FIGURE 6-14), also called the genetic code, 
describes which tRNA, and therefore which amino acid, is 
specified by each codon in the mRNA. With four possible 
bases in each of  the three positions of  a codon, 64 differ-
ent codons are possible. Sixty-one of  these codons specify 
amino acids, and three are stop sequences, indicating the 
end of  translation. Because there are only 20 amino acids, 
many amino acids are specified by multiple codons. UGU 
and UGC, for example, both specify cysteine. With just a 
few small exceptions, the genetic code is the same in every 
organism on earth!

U

C

A

G

U C A G

U

C

A

G

U

C

A

G

U

C

A

G

U

C

A

G

gluglu

FIRST POSITION SECOND POSITION THIRD POSITION

Phenylalanine

Leucine

Leucine

Isoleucine

Valine

Methionine Start

Serine

Proline

Threonine

Alanine

Tyrosine

Stop Stop

Tryptophan

Arginine

Serine

Arginine

Glycine

Stop

Histidine

Glutamine

Asparagine

Lysine

Aspartate

Glutamate

Cysteine
UUU

UUC

UUA

UUG

CUU

CUC

CUA

CUG

AUU

AUC

AUA

AUG

GUU

GUC

GUA

GUG

UCU

UCC

UCA

UCG

CCU

CCC

CCA

CCG

ACU

ACC

ACA

ACG

GCU

GCC

GCA

GCG

UAU

UAC

UAA

UAG

CAU

CAC

CAA

CAG

AAU

AAC

AAA

AAG

GAU

GAC

GAA

GAG

UGU

UGC

UGA

UGG

CGU

CGC

CGA

CGG

AGU

AGC

AGA

AGG

GGU

GGC

GGA

GGG

THE CODON TABLE

Many amino acids are specified by 
multiple codons. For example, GAA 
and GAG both specify glutamate.

FIGURE 6-14 The key to the code. The codon table specifies the rules by which DNA 
sequences are translated, through the mRNA intermediary, into amino acid sequences.

For translation to occur, several ingredients must be 
present in the cytoplasm. First, there must be a large 
supply of  free amino acids. Recall from Chapter 3 that 
amino acids are the raw materials for building proteins 
and an essential component of  our diet. Second, there 
must be ribosomal subunits, which are components of  
ribosomes, the protein-production factories in which 
amino acids are linked together in the proper order to 
produce the protein.
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The translation of  an mRNA molecule into a long 
sequence of  amino acids (which will then fold into the 
complex three-dimensional shape of  a protein) occurs in 
three steps (FIGURE 6-15).

Step 1. Recognize and initiate protein building. 
 Translation begins in the cell’s cytoplasm when the  subunits 
of  a ribosome recognize and assemble around a codon on 
the mRNA transcript called the start sequence. This start 
sequence is always the codon AUG. As the ribosomal sub-
units assemble themselves into a whole ribosome, the attach-
ment site of  a particular tRNA molecule also recognizes 
the start sequence on the mRNA and binds to it. This initia-
tor tRNA carries the amino acid methionine (met). Thus, 
methionine is always the first amino acid in any protein that 
is produced. (Typically, in eukaryotes, this initial methionine 
is edited out later in the protein-building process.)

TRANSCRIPTION TRANSLATION

Newly formed 
protein

RECOGNIZE AND INITIATE 
PROTEIN BUILDING
The “START sequence” of the mRNA—
signified by the bases A, U, and G—is 
recognized by a corresponding tRNA 
molecule and the two ribosomal subunits.

The attachment site of the tRNA molecule 
binds to the mRNA as the ribosomal 
subunits assemble around them. 

ELONGATE
As the ribosome moves along 
the strand of mRNA, each new 
amino-acid–carrying tRNA 
molecule binds to the next 
three bases on the mRNA.

After the ribosome attaches 
the growing protein chain to 
the new amino acid, the tRNA 
molecule detaches from the 
mRNA and floats away.  

Small ribosomal subunit

Large ribosomal subunit

Amino acid

Protein chain

tRNA

tRNA

Ribosome

START sequence

STOP sequence

mRNA

mRNA

TERMINATE
Once the ribosome encounters 
the three-base “STOP sequence,” 
protein assembly is complete. 

Translation ends, and both the 
protein and the mRNA molecule 
are released from the ribosome. 

START sequence STOP sequence

TRANSLATION

1

2

3
The same mRNA molecule can be translated over and 
over again before it is degraded, producing dozens 
or even hundreds of molecules of the protein.

FIGURE 6-15 Reading a sequence of nucleotides and producing protein. This is the second step  
in a two-step process by which DNA regulates a cell’s activity and synthesis of  proteins.
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Step 2. Elongate. After the mRNA start sequence (AUG), 
the next three bases of  the mRNA specify which tRNA 
molecule should bind to the mRNA. If  the next three bases 
on the mRNA transcript are GUU, for example, a tRNA 
molecule that recognizes this sequence, and carries its par-
ticular amino acid (valine, or val), attaches to the mRNA 
at that point. The ribosome then facilitates the connec-
tion of  this second amino acid to the first. After the first 
amino acid, carried by its tRNA molecule, is attached  
to the second amino acid, the first amino acid’s tRNA  
molecule detaches from the mRNA and floats away  
(see Figure 6-15).

As this process continues, the amino acid chain grows. The 
next three bases on the mRNA specify the next amino acid 
to be added to the first two amino acids. The three bases 
after that specify the fourth amino acid, and so on. This 
process of  progressively linking together the amino acids 
specified by an mRNA strand is called protein synthesis, 
because all proteins are chains of  amino acids, arranged 
like beads on a string. Precision in the process of  protein 
synthesis is essential. If  the tRNAs were to misread, skip, 
or double-read any bases, they could alter the amino acid 
sequence (and possibly the normal functioning) of  the pro-
tein specified by the mRNA.

Step 3. Terminate. Eventually, the ribosome arrives at 
the codon on the mRNA that signals the end of  transla-
tion. Once the ribosome encounters this stop sequence, 

the assembly of  the amino acid chain is complete, and the 
amino acid chain and mRNA molecule are released from 
the ribosome. As it is being produced, the amino acid chain 
folds and bends, based on the chemical features in the 
amino acid side chains (as we saw in Chapter 3). Through 
this folding and bending, the protein acquires its three-
dimensional  structure. The completed protein—such as a 
membrane  protein or insulin or a digestive enzyme—may 
be used within the cell or packaged for delivery via the 
bloodstream to somewhere else in the body where it is 
needed.

Following the completion of  translation, the mRNA strand 
may remain in the cytoplasm to serve as the template for 
producing another molecule of  the same protein. In bac-
teria, an mRNA may last from a few seconds to more than 
an hour; in mammals, an mRNA may last several days. 
Depending on how long it lasts, the same mRNA strand 
may be translated hundreds of  times. Eventually, it is 
 broken down by enzymes in the cytoplasm.

TAKE HOME MESSAGE 6.7
» In translation, the information from a gene that has been 
encoded in the nucleotide sequence of an mRNA is read, 
and ingredients present in the cell’s cytoplasm are used to 
produce a protein.

6.8 Genes are regulated in several ways.

Why do some people get sick more often than others do? 
Why is one person taller than another? Which genes a 
person has certainly plays a role. But carrying a gene is 
not the only thing that matters when it comes to gene 
 expression—production of  the protein that the gene’s 
sequence codes for. A person’s traits also depend on 
gene regulation, whether a gene is turned on (so that it 
produces its protein product) or turned off  (no protein 
production). And this, commonly, hinges on a person’s 
environment.

A microarray is a small chip that looks like a microscope 
slide and can be used to monitor the expression levels 
of  thousands of  genes simultaneously (an example is 
shown in the photo at the beginning of  this section). 

The microarray is a powerful tool in the study of  gene 
regulation. By taking cells from one part of  the body, 
researchers can examine gene expression in that tissue. 
Microarrays are particularly useful in exploring how gene 
expression differs in response to an illness or the treat-
ment of  an illness, or in response to aging.

For example, in a five-year medical study exploring the 
health consequences of  loneliness, microarray analyses 
of  immune system cells revealed that 209 genes were 
expressed differently in two groups of  participants, those 
who were lonely and those who were not. Individuals in 
the lonely group had impaired transcription (decreased 
activity) of  some genes associated with an effective 
stress response. They also had increased activity in genes 
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Lonely, isolated individuals have very different 
patterns of immune system gene expression.

FIGURE 6-16 Social isolation.

associated with inflammatory processes that are impli-
cated in a variety of  diseases (FIGURE 6-16). Related studies 
have shown a similarly reduced immune function among 
stressed-out individuals—including one study of  students 
during a stressful exam period!

Controlling Gene Expression Cells have a wide variety 
of  mechanisms that control when individual genes are 
expressed. One of  the main ways of  controlling expres-
sion is through proteins called transcription factors, 
which bind to specific sequences in the DNA called regu-
latory sites, often located in front (before the promoter 
site) of  genes. The regulation may take the form of  
either positive control, in which binding of  the regula-
tory protein initiates or speeds up gene expression, or 
negative control, in which the protein slows or blocks 
gene expression.

Regulatory proteins can be produced by the same cell 
whose DNA they are regulating, or they may come from 
nearby cells. During the initial development of  an organ-
ism, for example, gene regulation is extremely important 
in directing cells to differentiate into one type of  tissue— 
perhaps muscle, rather than bone—and proteins produced 
by one cell c ommonly influence gene expression in neigh-
boring cells.

Prokaryotic Gene Control and the Lac Operon Regula-
tion may also be influenced by the nutrients an organism 
takes in. For example, the bacterium Escherichia coli adjusts 
its diet depending on which sugars are available in its envi-
ronment. Although E. coli prefers glucose, in the absence of  
glucose, it will use lactose as an energy source. (The many 
E. coli cells that live in your intestine are likely to encounter 
lactose, which is the chief  sugar in milk.)

The absorption and digestion of  lactose, however, requires 
the expression of  three genes, and bacteria do not devote 
energy to this process unless necessary. The regulation of  
gene expression uses a set of  regulatory sequences called 
an operon, which includes a group of  several genes and the 
elements that control their expression as a unit.

The first regulatory site of  the operon is the promoter. For 
a gene to be transcribed, RNA polymerase must recognize 
and bind to the promoter region—the specific nucleotide 
sequence that signals the beginning of  the gene. The sec-
ond regulatory site is the operator. A molecule called a 
repressor protein can bind at this site and block RNA poly-
merase from transcribing the genes necessary for lactose 
metabolism. The third regulatory element is a regulatory 
gene. This gene codes for the repressor protein that binds 
to the operator and blocks RNA polymerase.

Here’s how this operon (called the “lac operon”) functions. 
If  lactose is not present: (1) the regulatory gene produces 
the repressor protein; (2) the repressor protein binds to the 
operator region; and (3) RNA polymerase is blocked from 
transcribing the lactose metabolism genes (FIGURE 6-17). 
If  lactose is present: (1) the regulatory gene produces the 
repressor protein; (2) lactose binds to the repressor pro-
tein, altering its shape so that it can no longer bind to the 
operator; and (3) with no repressor bound to the DNA, 
RNA polymerase binds to the promoter and transcribes the 
genes necessary for lactose metabolism.

Note that the lac operon is “switched on” only in the 
absence of  glucose. In the absence of  glucose, a regulatory 
protein called an activator helps the DNA unwind in the 
vicinity of  the lac operon, enabling RNA polymerase to 
bind and transcribe genes. When glucose is present, how-
ever, the activator protein cannot bind to the DNA, and this 
prevents RNA polymerase from binding to and transcribing 
the lactose metabolism genes.

Eukaryotic Gene Control Genes can be regulated in many 
other ways as well. Many eukaryotic genes, for example, 
have associated nucleotide sequences called enhancer 
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sequences. When a regulatory protein binds to 
these enhancer sequences, the transcription rate 
for the associated gene is increased (a positive 
control).

Additional mechanisms of  gene control include 
the binding of  chemicals to DNA that can 
block genes from being transcribed (negative 
control) and the regulation of  mRNA. Messen-
ger RNA can be regulated by altering its pro-
cessing and transport, or by altering the rate 
at which it is broken down in the cytoplasm. 
Translation of  mRNAs can be regulated, too, 
as can the processing of  proteins following 
translation.

Increasingly, researchers are observing that 
the long-term activity of  some genes can be 
influenced by alterations to chromosomes that 
do not change the DNA sequence. Moreover, 
these changes—called epigenetic changes—in 
how genes are expressed can be passed on to an 
organism’s offspring.

For example, in women who experience 
extreme stress when they are pregnant, one of  
the genes that influences how the hormone 
system responds to stress is altered within the 
fetus, and remains so after the child is born. One 
mechanism by which this (and other) epigen-
etic changes can occur is that chemicals called 
methyl groups bind to the DNA, resulting in a 
lifelong reduction in the rate at which that gene 
is transcribed. In this case, the silencing of  this 
stress-response gene is associated with a greater 
incidence of  behavioral problems among 
affected children in adolescence.

An operon is a group of several genes, along with the elements that control their 
expression as a unit, all within one section of DNA.* 

* Sizes of these elements, here and below, are not shown to scale. The 
promoter and operator regions are typically much shorter than the genes.

PROMOTER
The region of DNA 
that RNA polymerase 
recognizes and binds 
to in order to produce 
an mRNA transcript 
of the genes

OPERATOR
The region of DNA that 
a repressor protein can 
bind to and, by doing 
so, block RNA 
polymerase from 
transcribing the genes

GENES
The region of DNA 
that is transcribed by 
RNA polymerase

IF LACTOSE IS NOT PRESENT: OPERON OFF
A repressor protein binds to the operator, preventing RNA polymerase from binding 
to the promoter and transcribing the genes necessary for lactose metabolism.

RNA polymerase

Repressor protein

Repressor protein

RNA polymerase

mRNA transcript

Lactose

Promoter Operator Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3

Promoter Operator Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3

IF LACTOSE IS PRESENT: OPERON ON
Lactose (slightly modified) binds to the repressor protein, preventing it from binding 
to the operator. RNA polymerase can then bind to the promoter and transcribe the 
genes necessary for lactose metabolism.

THE LAC OPERON IN ACTION

OPERON ORGANIZATION

THE OPERON

FIGURE 6-17 Structure and action. In E. coli, environmental conditions control the 
expression of  the genes necessary for the metabolism of  lactose.
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TAKE HOME MESSAGE 6.8
» Environmental signals influence the turning on 
and off of genes. By binding to DNA, regulatory 
proteins can block or facilitate the binding of RNA 
polymerase and the subsequent transcription of 
genes. Regulation of gene expression can also 
occur in a variety of other ways that enhance or 
impede transcription, or alter mRNA’s longevity 
and rate of degradation, or influence translation 
or protein processing.
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6.9  What causes a mutation, and what are the consequences?

▲ Damage to the genetic code can interfere with normal development, as 
seen in these mutant fruits and vegetables.

Through the processes of  transcription and translation, an 
organism converts the information held in its genes into the 
proteins necessary for life. But the process is only as good 
as the organism’s underlying genetic information. Some-
times, something alters the sequence of  bases in an organ-
ism’s DNA. Such an alteration, called a mutation, can lead 
to changes in the structure and function of  the proteins 
produced and have a range of  effects. Sometimes mutations 
result in serious, even deadly, problems (FIGURE 6-18). In 

Normal fruit fly Mutant fruit fly

Mutations can change the protein produced by the altered 
gene. Shown here: in fruit flies, a mutation in a gene for 
eye shape results in almost complete loss of the eye.

FIGURE 6-18 Wreaking havoc.

other cases, mutations have little or no detrimental effect. 
And occasionally—but very rarely—they may even turn out 
to be beneficial to the organism.

As an example of  how mutations can affect organisms, 
consider breast cancer in humans. When two human 
genes called BRCA1 and BRCA2 are functioning properly, 
they reduce breast cancer risk by helping to repair DNA 
damage, which prevents the accumulation of  changes 
that might lead to cancer. If  the DNA sequence of  either 
of  these genes is altered through mutation and the gene’s 
normal function is lost, the person carrying the allele has 
a significantly increased risk of  developing breast cancer. 
(Because a variety of  factors, including environmental 
variables, are involved, it’s impossible to know whether 
these  individuals will develop breast cancer.) Currently, 
more than 200 different mutations in the DNA sequences 
of  the BRCA1/BRCA2 genes have been detected, each 
of  which results in an increased risk of  developing breast 
cancer.

Given the havoc that mutations can cause in an organism, 
it might be surprising that most mutations are neutral, 
having neither a positive nor a negative effect on an organ-
ism. This happens when a mutation occurs in a noncod-
ing region of  DNA, or when a change in DNA within a 
gene doesn’t alter the function of  the protein produced. 

Damage to the genetic code has a variety 
of causes and effects.
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Researchers estimate that the rate of  mutations in cells 
involved in reproduction is approximately 10−8 per base pair 
per generation.

Mutations play an important role in evolutionary 
 processes—from those heritable mutations that reduce an 
organism’s ability to survive and reproduce, to those that 
have no impact on an organism’s survival and reproduction, 
to those extremely rare mutations that happen to be ben-
eficial. In fact, every genetic feature in every  organism 
was, initially, the result of  a mutation. Most mutations you 
inherit from your parents will have no effect. And all of  us 
are carrying mutations that we will never know about!

The type of  cell in which a mutation occurs is impor-
tant. Mutations in non-sex cells (such as skin or lung 
cells) can have bad health consequences for the person 
carrying them. Many forms of  cancer, such as lung 
 cancer and skin cancer, result from such mutations. 
Importantly,  non-sex-cell mutations are not passed on to 
your children.

Mutations in the sex cells (gametes), conversely, do not 
have any adverse health effects on those carrying them, but 
these mutations can be passed on to offspring. Individuals 
inheriting mutations from a parent can be at increased risk 
for diseases such as breast cancer or cardiovascular disease. 
Inherited mutations can also have an effect before birth, 
sometimes causing miscarriages or birth defects.

The changes to DNA caused by mutations are generally 
of  two types: point mutations and chromosomal aber-
rations. Point mutations occur when one base pair is 
substituted for another, or when a base pair is inserted or 
deleted (FIGURE 6-19). Insertions and deletions can be much 
more harmful than substitutions, because the amino acid 
sequence of  a protein is certain to be affected. If  a single 
base is added or removed, the three-base groupings in an 
mRNA get thrown off, and the entire sequence of  amino 
acids downstream from that point will be wrong—the 
reading frame is shifted. It’s like putting your hands on a 
computer keyboard, but offset by one key to the left or 
right, and then typing what should be a normal sentence. It 
comes out as gibberish.

Chromosomal aberrations are changes to the overall 
 organization of  the genes on a chromosome (FIGURE 6-20). 
Chromosomal aberrations are like the manipulations of  
large chunks of  text (such as cut-and-paste) when editing 
a term paper. These aberrations can involve the deletion 
of  an entire section of  DNA or the relocation of  a gene 
from one part of  a chromosome to elsewhere on the same 
chromosome or to a different chromosome in the genome. 

In point mutations, only one nucleotide is changed, resulting in a 
mutated protein. Nucleotides can be substituted, inserted into a gene, 
or deleted from a gene.

NUCLEOTIDE SUBSTITUTION

NUCLEOTIDE INSERTION

NUCLEOTIDE DELETION

Normal 
protein

mRNA

NORMAL DNA (for reference)

Mutated 
protein

mRNA

DNA

Mutated 
protein

mRNA

DNA

Mutated 
protein

mRNA

DNA

POINT MUTATIONS

Insertions and deletions can 
be much more harmful than 
substitutions because they 
can alter the reading frame 
for the rest of the gene.

FIGURE 6-19 A single nucleotide change can lead to a mutated 
protein.

They can also involve the duplication of  a gene, with the 
new copy inserted elsewhere in the genome. Whatever the 
type of  aberration, a gene’s expression—the protein that its 
sequence codes for—can be altered, as well as the expres-
sion of  the genes around it.
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There are three chief  causes of  mutation. Although one of  
them is beyond our control, the risk of  occurrence of  the 
other two can be significantly reduced (FIGURE 6-21).

1. Spontaneous mutations. Some mutations arise by  
accident as DNA is duplicating itself—at the rate of  more 
than a thousand bases a minute in humans—when cells  
are dividing. DNA repair enzymes correct most errors, but 
not all.

2. Radiation-induced mutations. 
Ionizing radiation, such as X rays, 
has enough energy to disrupt atomic 
structure—even break apart chro-
mosomes—by removing tightly 
bound electrons. Because ionizing 
rays cannot pass through lead, the 
lead apron you wear during a dental 
X ray protects your body from them. However, even non-
ionizing, lower-energy radiation (which does not remove 
electrons) can damage DNA. Ultraviolet (UV) rays from the 
sun, for example, can be absorbed by bases in DNA, caus-
ing them to rearrange bonds. This can prevent them from 
pairing correctly with the complementary DNA strand and 
can transform a normal cell into a cancer cell. This is why 
long-term sun exposure can contribute to the development 
of  skin cancer.

Another source of  dangerous ionizing radiation is found 
in nuclear power plants, where radioactive atoms are 
used in energy-generating reactions. The high energy of  
the  radioactivity can pass through the body and disrupt 
its DNA, causing point mutations and chromosomal 
aberrations.

3. Chemical-induced mutations. Chemicals, such as 
those found in cigarette smoke, vaping emissions, and 

QWhy do 
dentists 

put a heavy 
apron over you 
when they X-ray 
your teeth?

Gene 1 Gene 3

GENE DELETION

GENE RELOCATION

GENE DUPLICATION

In chromosomal aberrations, entire sections of a chromosome are 
altered. Aberrations can involve the deletion of a gene, the relocation 
of a gene, or the duplication of a gene

NORMAL CHROMOSOME (for reference)

Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3

Gene 2
DELETED

Gene 1 RELOCATED
to a different chromosome

Gene 3Gene 2

Gene 3 DUPLICATEDGene 2Gene 1

CHROMOSOMAL ABERRATIONS

FIGURE 6-20 Whole sections of a chromosome may be altered.

You can increase or decrease your risk of mutations with your behavior: 
vaping, tanning, and radiation (but notice the protective lead apron). 

FIGURE 6-21 Gambling with mutation-inducing activities.
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engine exhaust, can also react with the atoms in DNA 
molecules and induce mutations.

In Section 6.11, we examine how even tiny changes in the 
sequence of  bases in DNA can lead to errors in protein 
 production and profound health problems.

TAKE HOME MESSAGE 6.9
» Mutations are alterations in a single base pair or changes in 
large segments of DNA that include several genes or more. 
Mutations may be harmful, neutral, or (rarely) beneficial. 
 Mutations play an important role in evolution.

Wear sunscreen!
Skin cells exposed to a type of  ultraviolet radiation called 
UVB radiation can be damaged. Sunscreens contain chemi-
cals that absorb or reflect some of  the UV  radiation. In doing 
so, they protect against many of  the harmful effects of  the 
sun, including sunburn. Nearly everyone assumed that sun-
screen would also provide protection from skin cancer.

Why would anyone 
question whether 
 sunscreen has a 
 positive effect?
Sunscreens became widely 
available in the 1960s 
and 1970s. Since then, 
melanoma incidence has 
increased. Strangely, the 
greatest increase is in those 
areas where sunscreen is 
most often used—North 
America, Australia, and 
Scandinavia. The inci-
dence of  melanoma in the 
United states more than 

tripled between 1975 and 2019. In addition, eight studies 
published between 1979 and 1995 found a positive associa-
tion between sunscreen use and melanoma.

Sunscreen users were at greater risk for cancer! 
How can that be?
Sunscreen users may have a false sense of  security, and may 
not limit their sun exposure or wear protective clothing. Fur-
ther complicating matters, as recently as 2010, only one-third 
of  sunscreens offered protection from all the wavelengths of  
UV radiation in sunlight. In other words, the sunscreen pro-
tected against burns, but did not block harmful radiation.

Before you throw away your sunscreen, however, let’s do 
some scientific thinking.

How can you figure out whether sunscreen users 
are actually protected from cancer?
The studies suggesting a positive relationship between sun-
screen use and melanoma risk were case-controlled studies. 
In them, individuals developing melanoma were identified 
and then compared with individuals not having melanoma. 
The groups were analyzed to see whether they differed in 
some significant way—such as sunscreen use.

Case-controlled studies are undermined when the groups 
are heterogeneous—for example, if  those in the melanoma 
group had significantly more sun exposure than those in 
the healthy group. In fact, investigations into sunscreen 
research suggested that the case-controlled studies were 
hindered by confounding variables.

“Randomized controlled trials”: Why are they 
better than case-controlled studies?
An alternative—and usually more powerful—study  
design is a randomized controlled study. In 2011, a study in  
Australia randomly assigned 1,621 adults to one of  two 
groups: regular or discretionary sunscreen use. (Would it 
have been a better study if  research participants in the second 
group had not been allowed to use sunscreen at all? Why 
didn’t the researchers do that?)

For 5 years, those in the sunscreen group received unlimited 
sunscreen and were asked to apply it every morning (and after 
sweating, bathing, or long sun exposure). The discretionary 
sunscreen users were allowed to use sunscreen at their usual 
frequency (which included no use at all for some people). At 
the end of  the 5-year treatment period, and for 10 additional 
years, the researchers noted the incidence of  melanoma.

The results were dramatic. Among the 812 individuals in the 
regular-sunscreen-use group, 11 new melanomas were iden-
tified. Among the 809 individuals in the discretionary-use 
group, twice as many new melanomas were identified. Inva-
sive melanomas, the most severe type, occurred almost four 
times more frequently in the discretionary-use group. Based 

THIS IS HOW WE DO IT / THE CREATIVE PROCESS OF SCIENCE

6.10 Does sunscreen use reduce skin cancer risk?

THINK, PAIR, SHARE
Pair with a partner in class. Read the 
following questions and think quietly 
about the answers for 60 seconds. 
Then discuss for 5 minutes. Be  
prepared to share your answers.

• What are two potential explana-
tions for the association between 
sunscreen use and melanoma?

• Describe how different 
 experimental approaches to this 
question have different strengths 
and weaknesses with respect to 
controlling important variables.
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on questionnaires, there were no differences between the 
groups in terms of  the amount of  time spent in the sun.

Cancer experts describe this first randomized, controlled 
study as a potential game changer. They also view the 
results as a clear indication that melanoma-prevention 
 strategies should incorporate efforts at increasing regular 
use of  sunscreen.

TAKE HOME MESSAGE 6.10
» In case-controlled studies, individuals having particular 
outcomes are matched with individuals not having those 
outcomes. Researchers look back and identify differences in 
exposure to potential risk factors. A randomized, controlled 
approach is better able to reduce confounding variables that 
influence the outcome, and so is usually more powerful.

6.11  Faulty genes, coding for faulty enzymes,  
can lead to sickness.

Errors in the genetic code within a gene are responsible 
for many diseases. In Tay-Sachs disease (see Chapter 4), 
for example, an individual inherits genes with a mutation 
that causes an inability to produce a critical lipid-digesting 
enzyme in the lysosomes, which function as cellular gar-
bage disposals. Because these diseased organelles cannot 
digest certain lipids, the lipids accumulate, undigested. 
The lysosomes swell until they eventually choke the cell to 
death. This occurs in numerous cells in the first few years 
of  life, and ultimately leads to the child’s death.

Although the details differ from case to case, the overall 
picture is the same for many, if  not most, inherited diseases. 
The pathway from mutation to illness includes just four 
short steps (FIGURE 6-22):

1. A mutated gene codes for a nonfunctioning protein, 
commonly an enzyme.

2. The nonfunctioning enzyme can’t catalyze a reaction 
as it normally would, bringing the reaction to a halt.

3. The molecule on which the enzyme would have acted 
accumulates, just as half-made products would pile up 
on a blocked assembly line.

4. The accumulating chemical causes sickness and/or 
death.

The fact that many genetic diseases involve illnesses 
brought about by faulty enzymes suggests strategies for 
treatment. These include administering medications con-
taining the normal-functioning version of  the enzyme. For 
instance, lactose-intolerant individuals can consume the 
enzyme lactase, which gives them the ability to digest lac-
tose. Alternatively, lactose-intolerant individuals can reduce 
their consumption of  lactose-containing foods to keep the 
chemical from accumulating, reducing the problems that 
come from lactose overabundance.

FIGURE 6-22 Faulty enzymes can interfere with metabolism.

A mutated gene codes for 
a nonfunctioning protein, 
commonly an enzyme.

The nonfunctioning 
enzyme can’t catalyze 
the reaction as it 
normally would.

The molecules that typically 
would have been modified 
as part of the reaction 
accumulate in the cell.

The accumulating chemical 
causes sickness or death (Tay-
Sachs disease, for example).

DNA

Nonfunctioning 
enzyme

mRNA

FROM MUTATION TO ILLNESS

Functioning enzyme 
should look like this:

4

3

2

1

TAKE HOME MESSAGE 6.11
» Many genetic diseases result from mutations that cause a 
gene to produce a nonfunctioning enzyme, which blocks the 
functioning of a metabolic pathway.
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STREET BIO  Using evidence to guide decision making in our own lives

Wi-Fi radiation risks: is your lap a safe place 
for a computer?

significant DNA damage in rats exposed to Wi-Fi levels 
within current safety guidelines for human exposure. 
The mutations identified by these studies have included 
DNA fragmentation in addition to single-strand DNA 

breaks (which often can be repaired), and double-
stranded breaks (which usually cannot be 

repaired).

Is the issue resolved? Definitely not. 
A great deal of research is still ongoing 

and the methods are being refined. 
After all, in the first human study 
described here, the sperm were not 
in the testes, and they were exposed 
directly to EMR. Still, this issue 
stems not from anecdotal reports but 
rather from more than two dozen 

controlled studies of EMR effects in 
humans and animals. Experts are suf-

ficiently concerned that they’ve published 
peer-reviewed research articles with alarm-

ing titles such as “Wi-Fi is an important threat 
to human health” (Environmental Research, 2018) 

and “The fundamental reasons why laptop computers 
should not be used on your lap” ( Journal of  Biomedical Physics 
&  Engineering, 2016).

Also, Wi-Fi is now available in most schools, hotels, 
airports, and coffee shops. Our daily exposure to EMR 
from Wi-Fi is increasing, and much of  this exposure 
occurs without our consent.

Are there steps you can take to limit your EMR 
exposure? While we wait for more conclusive 
evidence, there are several steps that you can take:

• Turn off  your laptop’s Wi-Fi when you aren’t using it.
• Connect to the internet via an Ethernet cable when 

possible.
• Keep your laptop (and phone, which also emits 

EMR) away from your body. Set them on a table 
rather than your lap.

Students love their laptops. In a 2019 survey of  college stu-
dents, more than 80% used a laptop computer  regularly—
with the average usage exceeding three hours per day. 
However, using one as the name suggests—on your lap—
has generated a lot of  debate. Initially, wor-
ries centered on the heat that laptops 
produce and what has been called 
“toasted skin syndrome.” More 
recently, concern has shifted to 
the potentially harmful effects 
of  electromagnetic radiation.

How do laptops commu-
nicate with the internet? 
Laptop computers connect 
to the internet via Wi-Fi, 
typically using a 2.4 GHz 
radio frequency within the 
electromagnetic spectrum. It’s 
the same kind of radiation that a 
microwave oven uses to cook food. 
A laptop’s Wi-Fi adapter emits pulses 
of electromagnetic radiation (EMR) when 
it is on, whether it is transferring data or not.

Should we be concerned? Possibly. In a 2012 study, 
researchers collected sperm from 29 men, dividing each 
sample into two Petri dishes. For four hours, one sample 
was placed under a laptop and the other was kept at the 
same temperature but away from Wi-Fi radiation. The 
researchers found that 9% of  the Wi-Fi-exposed sperm 
showed DNA damage, which was three times greater than 
the proportion of  the nonexposed sperm with damage.

A follow-up study in 2018 compared sperm damage 
across three groups of  men who differed in their daily 
Wi-Fi exposure (less than 30 minutes; 31–120 minutes; 
more than 121 minutes). This study reported signifi-
cantly greater sperm DNA damage with increasing 
EMR exposure (and noted biochemical changes likely 
responsible for the increased DNA damage). Con-
currently, multiple animal studies have documented 

breaks (which often can be repaired), and double-
stranded breaks (which usually cannot be 

repaired).

Is the issue resolved? 
A great deal of research is still ongoing 

and the methods are being refined. 
After all, in the first human study 
described here, the sperm were not 
in the testes, and they were exposed 
directly to EMR. Still, this issue 
stems not from anecdotal reports but 
rather from more than two dozen 

controlled studies of EMR effects in 
humans and animals. Experts are suf-

ficiently concerned that they’ve published 
peer-reviewed research articles with alarm-

ing titles such as “Wi-Fi is an important threat 
to human health” (

and “The fundamental reasons why laptop computers 

has generated a lot of  debate. Initially, wor-
ries centered on the heat that laptops 
produce and what has been called 

the same kind of radiation that a 
microwave oven uses to cook food. 
A laptop’s Wi-Fi adapter emits pulses 
of electromagnetic radiation (EMR) when 
it is on, whether it is transferring data or not.
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SKILLS PRACTICE  Thinking critically about visual displays of data

Human (Homo sapiens )

2%

Fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster )

19%

Round worm (Caenorhabditis elegans )

25%

Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana )

28%

E. coli (Escherichia coli )

90%

Percentage of DNA that codes for proteins

PERCENTAGES OF CODING DNA FOUND 
IN VARIOUS ORGANISMS

 1. For the species listed, which has the largest percentage of  
 noncoding DNA? Which has the smallest percentage?

 2. What does the unfilled right side of  each bar represent? What 
does the filled-in left side represent?

 3. From the data presented, can you rank the species in order of  
how many coding DNA molecules are found in the species? If  
so, give the rankings. If  not, explain why not.

 4. Using the data presented, how would you refute the argument 
that having a greater proportion of  coding DNA leads to a more 
complex organism?

 5. What is the x-axis? What is the y-axis? Why might the graph be 
more persuasive than a table presenting the same data? How 
would your interpretation of  this figure change if  the axes were 
transposed?

 6. The data presented do not give us information about the 
size of each genome. Why might this presentation—showing 
 percentages of  coding DNA—be useful?

 7. What conclusions can you draw from this graph?

See answers at the back of the book.
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Brief Summary 
DNA: What is it, and what does it do?
• DNA is a molecule carried by all living 

organisms in almost every cell of  their 
bodies. DNA contains instructions for the 
functions of  every cell. Because every per-
son’s DNA is unique, and because we leave 

a trail of  DNA behind us as we go about 
our lives (and even after), DNA can serve 
as an individual identifier.

• DNA is a nucleic acid, a macromolecule 
that stores information. It consists of  
individual units called nucleotides, which 

comprise a sugar, a phosphate group, and 
a nitrogen-containing base. The sequence 
of  bases on one side of  the ladder-like 
molecule (one strand of  the DNA) com-
plements that of  the bases on the other 
side (the second strand).
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• DNA is a universal language that provides 
the instructions for building all the struc-
tures in all living organisms. The full set of  
DNA that an organism carries is called its 
genome. A gene is a sequence of  bases in 
a DNA molecule that carries the informa-
tion necessary for producing a functional 
product, usually a polypeptide or RNA 
molecule.

• Only a small fraction of  the DNA in 
eukaryotic species is in genes that code 
for proteins; the function of  much 
of  the rest is still poorly understood, 
but at least some of  it plays impor-
tant roles in the cell, such as in gene 
regulation.

• The genes in strands of  DNA are a 
 storehouse of  information. The process 
by which this information is used to 
build an organism involves two main 
steps: transcription, in which a copy 
of  a gene’s base sequence is made, 
and translation, in which that copy 
is used to direct the production of  a 
polypeptide.

Information in DNA directs the 
 production of the molecules that make 
up an organism.
• In transcription (which occurs in the 

nucleus in eukaryotic cells), a single copy 
of  one specific gene in the DNA is made in 
the form of  a molecule of  mRNA. When 
the mRNA copy of  a gene is completed and 
processed, it moves out of  the nucleus and 
into the cytoplasm, where it can be trans-
lated into a polypeptide.

• In translation, the information from a 
gene that has been encoded in the nucleo-
tide sequence of  an mRNA is read, and 
ingredients present in the cell’s cytoplasm 
are used to produce a protein.

• Environmental signals influence the 
turning on and off  of  genes. By bind-
ing to DNA, regulatory proteins can 
block or facilitate the binding of  
RNA polymerase and the subsequent 
transcription of  genes. Regulation of  
gene expression can also occur in a 
variety of  other ways that enhance or 
impede transcription, or alter mRNA’s 

longevity and rate of  degradation, 
or influence translation or protein 
processing.

Damage to the genetic code has a 
 variety of causes and effects.
• Mutations are alterations in a single base 

pair or changes in large segments of  DNA 
that include several genes or more. Muta-
tions may be harmful, neutral, or (rarely) 
beneficial. Mutations play an important 
role in evolution.

• In case-controlled studies, individuals 
 having particular outcomes are matched 
with individuals not having those out-
comes. Researchers look back and iden-
tify differences in exposure to potential 
risk factors. A randomized, controlled 
approach is better able to reduce con-
founding variables that influence the out-
come, and so is usually more powerful.

• Many genetic diseases result from muta-
tions that cause a gene to produce a non-
functioning enzyme, which blocks the 
functioning of  a metabolic pathway.

Check Your Knowledge
Short Answer

 1. How and why is DNA helpful in securing 
greater justice in our society?

 2. After sequencing a molecule of  DNA, 
you discover that 20% of  the bases 
are cytosine. What percentage of  the 
bases would you expect to be thymine? 
Why?

 3. What function does the sugar-phosphate 
backbone of  a DNA molecule serve?

 4. Only a small fraction of  the DNA in 
eukaryotic organisms codes for proteins. 
The remainder is sometimes referred to 
as “junk DNA.” Why might this be an 
inaccurate description of  some of  the 
noncoding DNA?

 5. What is the role of  transcription?  
Why is this step necessary? Why 
isn’t translation the first step in using 
 information in DNA to build a new 
organism?

 6. When the mRNA copy of  a gene is com-
pleted in a eukaryotic cell, why does the 
mRNA move to the cytoplasm?

 7. What is the function of  tRNA in 
translation?

 8. E. coli prefers glucose as an energy 
source, but if  lactose, and no glucose, is 
present, the E. coli cells can survive. How 
is E. coli able to respond to this environ-
mental change?

 9. Mutations are often considered to be 
negative events with bad consequences. 
Why is this view of  mutations somewhat 
of  a paradox?

 10. Which step in a metabolic pathway is dis-
rupted in Tay-Sachs disease?

Multiple Choice

 1. A person’s DNA is carried in his or her:
a) muscle cells. b) hair.
c) saliva. d) skin cells.
e) All of  the above contain a person’s 

DNA.

 2. Which of  the following is/are always the 
same in every DNA molecule?
a) the sugar
b) the base

c) the phosphate group
d) Only a and b are always the same.
e) Only a and c are always the same.

 3. In eukaryotes, newly synthesized pro-
teins are most commonly found in 
__________________. In prokaryotes, 
newly synthesized proteins are found in 
__________________.
a) the cytoplasm; the nucleus
b) the nucleus; the cytoplasm
c) the nucleus; the nucleus also
d) the cytoplasm; the cytoplasm also

 4. In humans, genes make up ________ of  
the DNA.
a) less than 5%
b) about 25%
c) about 50%
d) about 75%
e) more than 95%

 5. Genotype is to phenotype as:
a) cookie is to oven.
b) cookie is to recipe.
c) cookbook is to cookie.
d) recipe is to cookie.
e) oven is to cookie.
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 6. To start the transcription process, a 
large molecule, ________, recognizes a 
________.
a) RNA polymerase; messenger RNA
b) DNA polymerase; termination site
c) DNA polymerase; promoter site
d) RNA polymerase; promoter site
e) DNA polymerase; messenger RNA

 7. There are different _______ for each of  
the 20 different amino acids that are used 
in building proteins.
a) ribosomal subunits
b) tRNA molecules
c) mRNA molecules
d) DNA molecules
e) elongation factors

 8. Deletions and substitutions are two 
types of  mutations. Which type is 
more likely to cause mistranslations of  
proteins?
a) Substitutions, because they shift the 

reading frame and cause downstream 
amino acids to be changed.

b) Substitutions, because one protein is 
substituted for another protein.

c) Deletions, because they shift the read-
ing frame and cause downstream 
amino acids to be changed.

d) Deletions, because one protein is 
deleted.

e) None of  the above; mutations are not 
the cause of  mistranslation.

 9. Which of  the following statements 
about mutations is incorrect?
a) Mutations are very rare.
b) A mutation in DNA always leads to 

changes in the structure and function 
of  the protein produced.

c) When one nucleotide base pair is 
replaced by another, this constitutes a 
point mutation.

d) One general type of  mutation is a 
change in the overall organization of  
chromosomal genes.

e) X rays can cause mutations.

 10. Which of  the following experimen-
tal designs is useful for distinguishing 
between Wi-Fi radiation and excessive 
heat as explanations for the possible DNA-
damaging effects of  laptop computers?

a) Place one sample of  sperm close to a 
laptop computer that is running with 
the Wi-Fi turned on for 30 minutes, 
and place another sample close to a 
laptop computer that is running  
but with the Wi-Fi turned off  for  
120 minutes.

b) Place one sample of  sperm close to 
a laptop computer that is running 
with the Wi-Fi turned on, and place 
another sample close to a laptop 
computer that is running but has the 
Wi-Fi turned off.

c) Place one sample of  sperm close to a 
laptop computer that is running with 
the Wi-Fi turned on, and place another 
sample close to a laptop computer that 
is turned completely off.

d) Place two samples of  sperm close to 
a laptop computer that is running 
with the Wi-Fi turned on, but move 
one sample away from the laptop 
after 30 minutes’ exposure and move 
the other away after 120 minutes’ 
exposure.

e) All of  the above would be useful.
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